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Abstract 

Testing automation tools enables developers and testers to effortlessly computerize the complete practice of 

difficult in software progress. The intention of this research paper is to carry out a comparing and studying 

the concepts, builds and features of automated tools such as the Ranorex and the Automated QA 

TestComplete based on criteria such as the hard work involved with generating test scripts, capacity to 

playback the scripts, end result reports, and expenditure. The elementary objective is to investigate the 

features and concepts supported by these two functional testing tools in order to access unconventionally 

what pros and cons of the tools and what could be the guidelines for its additional expansion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The aim of software testing practice is to 

recognize every defect obtainable in a software 

product. It is the process of exercising and 

evaluating a system or system components by 

means of manual automatic to validate that it 

satisfies particular necessities or to categorize 

differences involving predictable and definite 

consequences. There are two ways of testing that 

are manual or automation. 

Manual testing carried out by the testers. Testers 

test the software manually for the defects. It 

requires a tester to play the role of an end user, 

and use most of all features of the application to 

ensure its correct behavior. They follow a written 

test plan that leads them through a set of important 

test cases .The problems with manual testing are, 

it is very time consuming process, not reusable, 

has no scripting facility, great effort required, and 

some errors remain uncovered . 

Automation testing covers all the problems of 

manual testing .Automation testing automates the 

steps of manual testing using automation tools 

such as Ranorex and TestComplete (TC) .It 

increases the test execution speed, more reliable, 

repeatable, programmable, comprehensive, and 

reusable. 

Testing automation tools enables developers and 

testers to effortlessly computerize the complete 

practice of difficult in software progress. The 

intention of this research is to carry out a 

comparing and studying the concepts, builds and 

features of automated tools such as the Ranorex 

and the Automated QA TestComplete based on 

criteria such as the hard work involved with 

generating test scripts, capacity to playback the 

scripts, end result reports, and expenditure. The 

elementary objective is to investigate the features 

supported by these two functional testing tools 

that aid in minimizing the resources in script 
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maintenance and increasing efficiency for script 

reuse.  

Table 1: Criteria for comparison 

Parameters to be 

taken 

Meaning 

Recording Efficiency For manipulation the 

application under test. 

Capability of generate 

scripts 

Generating the 

corresponding scripts. 

Data Driven Testing Reduces efforts. 

Test Result Reports Effective analysis of test 

scripts. 

Reusability Goal of the test 

automation. 

Playback of the scripts Replays the user actions. 

Easy to learn GUI 

Cost Cheaper  

 

 

2. Brief Literature survey 

 

In this segment, we planned the papers that 

reviewed during this project .In up to date years 

the significance of stylish User Interfaces has 

increased a lot. Nowadays User Interfaces have to 

deal much more than before with untrained people 

sitting in front of their computers. So it is no 

wonder that not only the “automation behind the 

scenes” (Unit Testing for example) gained in 

importance, but also the automation of User 

Interface Tests with all its boon and bane .The 

paper  surveys a set of tools that support the 

testing process in a variety of ways. Some tools 

simulate the final execution environment as a way 

of expediting test execution, others automate the 

development of test plans, and still others collect 

performance data during execution .In these tough 

economic times, software- development managers 

are pushing to get more and better testing done 

faster. Most recognize the automated testing tools 

facilitate higher quality and more productive 

testing, but acquiring such tools is often 

complicated. The paper had given the evaluation 

criteria for selecting the testing tools. 

The paper gives a survey which tries to give an 

account of what type of trends exist today in 

software reuse and testing. The focus was to try to 

find out how developers use different tools today 

and what are lacking, especially in the field of 

reuse and testing. The paper classifies and 

distributes a set of testing tools over the types of 

testing (testing methods) for three types of 

software products (web application, application 

software, and network protocol).The paper told us 

if we’ve got a reasonably well structured system 

implementation, it is very easy to add in a 

mechanism to capture interactions with operations 

that system provides and to generate playback 

artifacts that are meaningful. Performing 

operation-centric capture/replay avoids many of 

the pitfalls of traditional GUI centric 

capture/replay. 

 

The following problems are identified in the 

literature: 

 

 Identify the requirements of a project. 

 Lack in domain knowledge. 

 Lack reusability in testing. 

 Evaluation of testing tools. 

 Many pitfalls in capture and replay. 

 More time & effort taken by testing tools. 

 Costly and time consuming tools. 

 Lack in recording efficiency. 

 Problems in communications, coordination 

and control in testing. 

 Execution speed and test results reports. 

 

 

3. Software Automated Testing 

Tools 

 

3.1 Ranorex  

Ranorex is an economical and complete tool used 

for programmed testing. This is an improved 

substitute to conventional challenging tools for the 

reason that it tests applications from a user’s 

perception, exhausting regular programming 

procedures and common languages such as C# 

and VB.net. It does not necessitate to study a 

scripting language, since it is written in pure .net 
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code. We can use any one of the three languages, 

C#, VB.net and Iron Python. It is used by 

hundreds of initiative and commercial software 

companies everywhere. The recreation tools such 

as this can have comparable difficulties to the 

record and playback approaches, as the 

assessments are frequently resolutely friendly to 

the code, and both approaches still trust 

profoundly on expertise to generate the precise 

examinations to guarantee full consideration. 

Ranorex is centered on XPath, which is a very 

good technique to catch certain elements in a web 

based application. It is a pure .net API, which is 

very different from other tools which sit on an 

API. Future plans for this tool involve creating an 

open and documented interface for the users to 

write their own plug-ins, which provides the 

maximum of object acknowledgement for their 

own applications. Following are some of the 

features in the tool. 

 

 Image-based detection 

 Contains Ranorex Recorder for Record-

Replay  

 Provides unified incorporation for 32 and 

64 bit operating systems 

 Constructed on the .NET Framework 

 Proposals a stretchy and standard test 

mechanization interface 

 The test automation modules can be 

created as simple executable builds, with a 

standard .NET compiler. 

 The Ranorex automation library (API) is 

built on .NET, consequently, letting you to 

incorporate it into current test 

surroundings and to association current 

automation jobs through Ranorex. 

 Due to smart and easy to read automation 

code, the use of Ranorex repository, which 

separates GUI identification information 

from automation code. 

 Offers the facility to do test automation in 

your own environment Uses standard and 

modern programming techniques. 

 Permits testers with less programming 

awareness to generate professional test 

modules with Ranorex Recorder. 

 Ranorex Recorder brings user code 

actions, which permits developers to 

provide special validation or automation 

methods for their testers with less 

experience in programming 

 Objectives to acquire everything 

automated. 

 Supports all the technologies through the 

Ranorex Plug-Ins 

 User interface allows for managing test 

cases and configurations 

 Supports procedure of data variables 
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Figure:1 Ranorex Concept 

 
 

             Figure 2: Ranorex Test Reports 

 

 
 

Figure 3: TestComplete Test Reports 

 

3.2 TestComplete 

 

TestComplete is an automatic self-testing tool 

industrialized through SmartBear; it makes 

available the testing of Windows and web 

applications and is one of the primary functional 

testing tools in the world. This is moreover 

confirmed by the fact that the tool has won the 

ATI Automation Honors award as the Best 

Commercial Automated Functional Testing Tool 

in 2010, and it is used in their projects by world’s 

leading companies like Adobe, Corel, Falafel 

Software, ARUP Laboratories, QlikTech etc.  

The TestComplete tool uses a keyword-driven 

testing framework to perform functional tests; in 

addition, with it it is possible to also develop tests 

with scripts. Its operation concept is 

comparatively simple. As shown in Figure 2, the 

tool, through inter-process communication and 

various built-in auxiliary tools, records the actions 

performed in the tested system and after that also 

execute them. 

 

Tested System  Inter-process     Test Complete                            

     
      Test Reports 

Figure4: Test Complete Concept 

 

The following are the main features of 

TestComplete: 

Table 2: Comparison of Testing Tool  

 

Criteria TestComplete Ranorex 

Test Recording Yes Yes 

Desktop application 

Testing 

Yes Yes 

Data driven Testing Yes Yes 

Test Result reports Yes Yes 

Playback Yes Yes 

Identifying the tested 

object 

Yes No 

Plug- ins and 

extensions 

Yes No 

 

 

Table 3: Comparison of Testing Tool  

 

Testin

g Tool 

Dev

elop

er 

Price

(EUR

) 

Client Tool’s 

Programm

ing 

Language 

TestC

omple

te 

Sma

rtBe

ar 

Soft

ware 

~1 

400 

Adobe4,Corel,Fal

afel 

Software,ARUP 

Lab,QlikTech u.c. 

VBScript,J

script,C++ 

Scripts,C# 

Scripts,Del

pghiScript
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s 

Ranor

ex 

Ran

orex 

~1 

190 

Bosch,General 

Electics,FujistsuS

iemens,Yahoo,R

eal 

VNC u.c 

C++,Pytho

n,C#,VB.N

ET 

 

4. Comparison Results 
To assess every comparison criteria 

determined, information obtained from the 

tool’s official website and other trusted 

websites, specifications and help windows and  

 TestComplete has an incorporated 

keyword-driven test editor that consists of 

keyword operations that communicate to 

automated testing actions. 

 Built-in code editor that helps testers write 

scripts manually. It also includes a lay 

down of unusual plug-ins that helps. 

 Proceedings the key measures required to 

replay the test and throw-outs all unwanted 

trial. 

 TestComplete reads the names of the 

noticeable essentials and a lot of interior 

elements of Delphi C++Builder, .NET, 

WPF, Java and Visual Basic applications 

and allows test scripts to admittance these 

values for confirmation or employ in tests. 

 TestComplete Unicode character set 

support allows testing of non ASCII 

applications that use Unicode character 

sets like Arabic, Greek, Katakana, Hebrew 

and others. 

 Its engine is based on an open API, COM 

interface. It is source-language 

independent, and can read debugger 

information and use it at runtime through 

the TestComplete Debug Info Agent. 

 Automatically captures screenshots during 

test recording and playback. This enables 

quick comparisons between expected and 

actual screens during test. 

 Supports plugins so third-party vendors 

can connect TestComplete with their 

applications.  

from practical use of the tools was used to 

make sure that they comply with the 

respective criteria. 

The paper contains two comparison tables: 

Table 2 provides a summary on the criteria 

that the testing tools supports and Table 

3shows the additional criteria for comparing 

tools. 

For the purpose of rating the comparison 

parameters, we have used 5-pints scale i.e. 5 ,4 

,3,2,1 as Extremely Good, Average, Fairly 

Bad and Extremely Bad respectively. 

 

4.1 Recording Efficiency 

Sub 

Crietria 

Ranor

ex 

T

C 

Comment 

Insert 

Commands 

1 5 In Ranorex,we 

cannot insert 

commands 

while recording. 

Recording 

Type 

5 5 Both tools 

provide facility 

to record the 

mouse 

movements,scre

en co-

ordinates,keystr

oks and objects 

and their 

properties. 

Access to 

read controls 

1 5 The recording 

toolbar of TC  

test always 

present at the 

application 

under test.This 

is not the case 

with Ranorex. 

Pause 5 5 Both provide 

this facility. 

Auto 

Documentati

on 

5 5 Both tools 

provide this 

facility. 

Validation 5 1 Only Ranorex 
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provide the 

facility of 

validation of 

attributes. 

  For Ranorex, the value of Parameter 

is=1+5+1+5+5+5/6=3.6 

So,Ranorex  is average in this parameter. 

For TC,the value of parameter 

is=5+5+5+5+5+1/6=4.3 

TC is extremely good in recording efficiency. 

4.2 Data Driven Testing 

Both provide the access to different external 

sources and both tools can keep the scripts 

separated from data. 

 

4.3 Test Result Reports 

Sub Crietria Ranorex TC Comment 

Report 

Presentation 

5 4 Ranorex gives 

executive 

summary of  

Results.TC 

gives results 

in single 

pane. 

Info about 

applied 

chekpoints 

5 5 Both provide 

the Info 

Graphical 

info of 

previous runs 

5 1 Only Ranorex 

gives info 

about 

previous and 

current runs 

in Pie Charts. 

 

Ranorex is extremely good. 

For TC, the value of parameter 

is=4+5+1/3=10/5=3.3 

Tc is average. 

4.4 Playback Capability 

 

In our study, both tools play back the 

scripts efficiently. So we rank this 

parameter for both as fairly good (4pt). 

 

4.5 Easy to Learn 

 

Ranorex is little complex than TC due to 

more features,we rate the TC as 

extremely good (5pt) and Ranorex as 

fairly good(4pt). 

 

4.6 Cost 

 

TC is little costly than Ranorex tool. See 

Table 3. 

 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work  

In final this research, I have learned that software 

testing tools are very dissimilar. It takes time and 

effort and having a software testing goal to know 

which tool is the best to use given the type of 

software testing needs. In this paper, we have tried 

to solve & add some new ideas to support testing 

approach by Ranorex and TestComplete. . The 

intention of this research is to carry out a 

comparing and studying the concepts, builds and 

features of automated tools such as the Ranorex 

and the Automated QA TestComplete based on 

criteria such as the hard work involved with 

generating test scripts, capacity to playback the 

scripts, end result reports and expenditure. The 

elementary objective is to investigate the features 

supported by these two functional testing tools 

that aid in minimizing the resources in script 

maintenance and increasing efficiency for script 

reuse. Ranorex is the finest tool for web based 

applications given the different test automation 

tools built into the software package. My 

visualization for the best tool is one that is cloud 

based with no install required and is easy to learn 

how to use. The ideal testing tool should be easy 

to navigate and also contain many tutorials on 

how to get started in with the tool. It be supposed 

to also have negligible bugs and economical. I 

wrap up that TestComplete may be exact for 

assured definite situation but Ranorex can be the 

superior choice in many more situations. 
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